, where u(z) admits singularities on the surface K = {ZQ = 0} and f(z) has an asymptotic expansion of Gevrey type with respect to ZQ as ~Q ->• 0. We study the possibility of asymptotic expansion of u(z). We define the characteristic polygon of P(z, d) with respect to K and characteristic indices. We discuss the behavior of u(z) in a neighborhood of K, by using these notions. The main result is a generalization of that in [6] .
and exponents ^ (0 < i < p), 0 = j p < j p -i < • • • < 7i < 7o = +oc, which are the slopes of the characteristic polygon E and called characteristic indices with respect to K. We study the relations between behaviors of singular solutions near K and the characteristic indices.
Roughly speaking, the main result is the following:
Consider (Eq) and suppose that the following conditions (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied. 0. In the above assertion 7 is one of j x (i = 0, 1, • • • ,p -1). It is a generalization of the main results of [5] and [6] . We treated the case 7 = 7 p _i in those papers. We studied in [5] the behavior of u(z) by analysis of an integral representation of solutions with singularities on K. In [6] we did not use the representation but showed the possibility of asymptotic expansion of u(z), by estimating the derivatives (d/dz$) n u(z}. So the arguments in [6] were less complicated and completely different from [5] . In the present paper we show the main result by the estimate of derivatives of u(z), which follows [6] . In §1 we first define the characteristic polygon E. From E we determine the indices 7, and polynomials XP<i( z/ i£ f ) (0 -* -P ~ !)• Next we introduce function spaces G(£l(0)) and Asy{ K }(£t (6) ) which are subspaces of holomorphic functions except on K. We give the main results (Theorem 1.4) and examples. The proof is given in the following sections. In §2 we give majorant functions and estimate the derivatives of solutions. In §3, we give a result concerning functions with asymptotic expansion and by combining it with the estimate obtained, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 4 
(3) The traces ofu(z) on some hypersurface S have also the asymptotic expansion of the same type as f(z). Then we conclude under some conditions on P(z,d), 7 and S that u(z) has also an asymptotic expansion of the same Gevrey type as f(z), as ZQ tends to

. §lo Notations and Results
In this section we give notations and definitions and state results more precisely. The coordinates of 
Let j a be the valuation of a a (z) with respect to ZQ. Hence if a a (z) ^ 0, a a (z] = ZQ*b a (z) with b a (Q,z f ) ^ 0 and for a a (z) = 0 put j a = +00. Let us proceed to define the characteristic polygon E of P(z, d) with respect to K = {z 0 = 0}. Put (1) (2) e a = j n -a 0 , where e Q = +CXD if a a (c) = 0. We denote by II(a,6) the infinite rectangle {(x,y) G R 2 ; x < a, i/ > 6}. The characteristic polygon E is defined by E := the convex hull of U a II(|a|,e Q ). The boundary of E consists of a vertical half line E(0), a horizontal half line E(p) and p -1 segments E(z) (1 < i < p -1) with slope 7 t , 0 = 7 P < 7 p _i < • • • < 71 < 70 = +00.
Let {(k l ,e(i)) G I? 2 ;0 < i < p -1} be vertices of E, where 0 < k p -i < k p -2 < -• < k 2 < k z -i < --• < ko = ra. So the endpoints of E(i) (1 < i < p -1) are (A^_i, e(z -1)) and (/c 7 , e(i)). The definition of the characteristic indices in this paper is slightly different from that in [4] , where the characteristic indices were denoted by <j z , and 7 ? = <7i -1 (0 < i < p} holds. Now we notice the vertices of the polygon E. So put subsets A(i) of multi-indices and quantities l z (0 < i < p -1) as follows: zu*' where u n (z') e (9(Q') (n G N), holds for constants A = A(0 f ) and B = B(9 f }.
We say that u(z) G Asy^^ (^(0)) nas an asymptotic expansion with Gevrey
We give a condition on P(z,d] considered in the present paper. For fixed
The main result is the following. 
We considered in [6] the case i = p -I and l p -\ = 0 and obtained the same result for this case. If (C l ) does not hold, u(z) does not have asymptotic expansion but the behaviors of solutions become less regular. We studied in [7] the behaviors of solutions under the condition that i = p -1 and l p -\ = 0 but that (Cp-i) does not always hold.
We give an example. Let us consider
We have f 7o = +00, 71 = 1, 72 = 1/2, 73 = 0, Obviously P(X 9) satisfies (C 7 ) and \p,i(z' ', 1) / 0 for z = 0, 1, 2. Consequently it follows from Theorem 1.4 that there is a polydisk PF centered at z = 0 such that 
We have Lemma 2.1.
(1) T/ie following inequalities hold: The proofs are not difficult and we may refer it to [3] (see also [1] and [8] ). However for the convenience of the readers we give them.
So we have the second inequality and the third one. The fourth inequality follows from
, from which the inequality in (3) follows.
(4) Let \t\ < r/2. It is easy to show \^(
and for fc > s |^( where 0 < 2r < R 1 < 1, p > 1, 0 < a < #/2 and 0 < c < 1. For a domain
If |ZQ -a i < ca/?, then ZQ < a -j-ca/? < 2a < R and O(a, c) is a subset of O. Since 0 < 2r < R' < R < 1, 
First let us estimate <9 0 e 
Q(z,d)v(z). So let a be a multi-index with e a > e(i). Suppose r > j a . Then 7V+o;o+e(z)-r < N-\-e(i)-e a < N-l.
R(z,d)v(z).
We divide it into two parts, 
where if j a > N + e(i), R^(z,d}v(z] = 0. Let us estimate R?(z,d)v(z).
We have (p, c) and AI = A\(p, c). As for the estimate of the derivatives of f(z) it follows from Lemma 2.5 that for any 0 < 6' < 9
holds for z £ Q(#'). Therefore we have where / is the identity operator and
' fN + e(i] r
Here J] means the sum with respect to (a,r) 7^ (a(i),0) with e a < e(i) and 0 < r < min{j a , N + e(z)}. Let a be a multi-index appearing in J^ . Then e(z' 
Hence we have (2.26). D §3. Asymptotic Expansion
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 we require the following theorem, which was given in [6] , In [6] we showed Theorem 3.1 for rational 7, where we reduced the proof to the analysis of some simple partial differential equation of Fuchsian type. In this paper we show it for real 7 and give a different proof which Prof. Honda (Hokkaido Univ.) suggested to the author. Here we use a differential operator with infinite order and its inverse operator, which are similar to those in [2] .
Only the variable ZQ is essential in Theorem 3.1. So in the following discussion we treat functions in one variable and regard other variables as parameters. First we give Proof, (i) It follows from (3.6) that K(t] is holomorphic in C(_ 7r /2,5 7r /2) • It is obvious that K(t) satisfies (3.9).
(ii) For t with 0 < argt < 2?r we can choose \(p\ < ?r/2 such that arg^ + (p -< 7T/2. Hence, 1 where C is a closed path in Uo(0) in K;o-space, which starts at a fixed point WQ = a, 3R/4: < a < R, encloses once the point WQ -ZQ, z$ = XQ + ^O? anticlockwise and ends at point 1^0 = a. We may take C so that -Tr/2 < arg(w;o -£Q) < 5?r/2 for t(;o G C. We have
where U(ZQ) is holomorphically extensible to a neighborhood of the origin.
On the other hand we have 
